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Publisher’s / Editor’s message:

Life is bustin’ out all over
2021

With vaccinations increasing
and COVID-19 cases dropping,
Publisher
Suzanne Dean
we believe Sanpete County residents are chomping at the bit to
get back to normal.
Over this spring and summer, we expect more
outdoor barbecues, more weekend jaunts, more
bicycling on new trails in the county, lots of home
improvement projects and big veggie gardens.
Our Home & Garden magazine offers tons of
tips for enjoying life this spring and summer,
ranging from “staycation” destinations within
150 miles, to how to put on a Southern barbecue,
to where the newest mountain bike trails are located.
Want to be a hero in the eyes of your kids?

Follow the nine steps in our arEditor
ticle for building a treehouse.
Robert
Stevens
Working from home? We have
an article about creating a comfortable, efficient
home office.
What do you know about tomatoes? From
hybrids to heirlooms, there’s a lot to know that
can contribute to a more diverse and successful
crop. While tomatoes may be the most frequently
grown item in home gardens, we also introduce
you to “lesser known and lesser grown” fruits and
vegetables, such as kohlrabi (German turnips),
black raspberries and Asian pears.
As we hope and pray to see life get “back to
normal,” we at the Sanpete Messenger wish you a
marvelous spring and summer.
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770 S. 150 W.
Manti

835-9663

(Monroe also)

Trusses!

We build trusses in Sigurd to whatever sizes you want!
Custom Built
Sheds &
Shed Packages

Cedar #1
Fencing
$3.29
Redwood
Standard
$2.79

Railroad Ties
#1

$18.99
Messmers & Ready
Seal Sealants

4x8
Press
Primed
Siding

$28.99

6’ Steel T-Posts
$4.99
1x6

Aspen
Tonguein-groove

Carports
(Any style)

See us for
a price!

Gal. 5-Gal.
$39.98 $159.98

Ask about our
Garage Kits,
with free
installation
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Need to get away?
Just ‘stay’ and enjoy these three
close-to-home destinations
By Robert Stevens

A

fter more than a year of living
under pandemic conditions, an
awful lot of people need a vacation,
and with the vaccine rollout in Utah, a
getaway is more viable than ever.
But as much as we want it to be, life
still isn’t 100 percent back to normal, and
some people are looking for vacations a
little more close-to-home—AKA, a “staycation.”
By choosing a destination that
doesn’t require a long trip, one can avoid
scenarios like crowded jet airliners, big
lines and potential travel restrictions.
Following is a list of some of the
Messenger staff ’s favorite destina-

tions within a couple of hours of Sanpete,
so you and your family can get a lowstress, low-risk taste of the good life and
still be back to work on Monday.

Capitol Reef

Messenger publisher Suzanne Dean
has been visiting Capitol Reef National
Park since before the pandemic was even
a thing. With COVID still a concern, Capitol Reef is the national park that might
make the most sense, seeing as how it
is one of the least visited of the Mighty
Five (the five national parks within Utah
borders).
“Least-visited” is a deceptive description since the park contains some of the
most beautiful and dramatic red rock
desert scenery in the state, and with
available camping, the historic Fruita
District, trails of all difficulty levels, and
even the option of picking and taking
home some apricots or peaches, Capitol
Reef is a

A moderate 1-mile hike in Capitol Reef National Park culminates
in this view of the Hickman Arch.

perfect choice for your next staycation.
Capitol Reef is almost exactly 100
miles from Manti. Torrey, the nearest
town, serves as a convenient place to get
gas or grub before heading into the park.
For visitors who intend to stay for
more than one day but don’t want to
camp, Torrey is also home to motels,
AirBnBs and even the historic Torrey
Schoolhouse, which has been restored as
a regular bed-and-breakfast hotel.
Inside the park is the 71-site Fruita
campground, which takes reservations
from March 1-Oct. 31. Campsites have
picnic tables and fire pits, but no water
or sewer hookups—although visitors
with RVs can access a nearby waste
dump station and potable water fill station.
In addition to
being surrounded
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Keith Woolsey and Benjamin Ingram display outstanding plants for
sale now at WalMart in Ephraim.

Benjamin Ingram shows off a wheelbarrow at
WalMart. They have plenty of gardening
tools for sale.

Associate Keith Woolsey can help you load
fertilizer, potting soil, bark or any other bulk
products you need for your garden.

HOURS: 7 A.M. – 11 P.M.

423 S. 100 W., Salina - 529-7488
Gardening supplies,
tools, potting soils,
seeds, hoses, and
everything else you
need to have a
wonderful garden!
ccarver@amfam.com

Carol Carver Insurance Agency
American Star Certified Agency
Excellence in Customer Experience
(435) 283-3171 • (435) 340-1144
or after hours (800) 692-6326

Remoding your
home or a room?
We have what you
want: paint, tools,
lumber, materials,
and expertise!
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by the red rocks and adjacent to the Fremont River, Fruita is home to thousands
of fruit trees (hence the name) in a string
of historic orchards along the main road.
Those are where you can pick your fruit.
(There is a small fee.)
After your campsite is set up, a great
way to get acquainted is to take the
90-minute round-trip scenic drive, which
takes you through some of the best scenery the park has to offer. Be sure to stop
at the historic log school house and listen
to the tape in which a teacher brought in
to teach a ruffian class of rural students in
the early 1900s describes her experiences.
The Hickman Bridge Trail offers a
short hike opportunity, but people looking for a little more adventure should
check out Cohab Canyon or Chimney
Rock. Ranger-guided walking tours are
also available.
As if all that isn’t reason enough to
make Capitol Reef your staycation destination, consider that in 2015, the park
was designated an International Dark
Sky Park for having extremely low light
pollution, making it perfect for astronomy
lovers, astro photographers and oldfashioned stargazers.
Once a month, close to the “new
moon,” the rangers break out telescopes
and host a star party in the “ranger talk”
area of the campground. Call the visitor’s
center at (435) 425-3791 for the dates and
times of upcoming parties.

Goblin Valley State Park

If you ask Messenger associate publisher Lloyd Call where he likes to take his
family, he will tell you the Calls can’t get
enough of Goblin Valley State Park.
Located about 160 miles from Manti,
the park got its name from the soft sandstone formations called hoodoos that
have been eroded into shapes that some
say look like goblins. The arrangement of
the sandstone formations opens up opportunities for exploration in a place that
might as well be the surface of Mars.
Located near the town of Hanksville
and a part of the giant swath of land called
the San Rafael Swell, Goblin Valley is open

2021

A hiker returns from the Goblin’s Lair trail at Goblin Valley State Park, which is known for its surreal,
almost alien-like sandstone geological formations.

year round to visitors, although the visitor
center can have limited hours.
One of Utah’s most popular state
parks, Goblin Valley has plentiful opportunities for activities such as mountain
biking, ATV trail riding, hiking and camping.
Camping options range from a traditional primitive campsite to yurts for
rent. There are also spaces to camp with a
RV, but the only hookup is a sewage dump
station.
Hiking trails offer something for everyone, from the Curtis Bench designated
trail, which is an easy, 3-mile round-trip
hike, to the Goblin’s Lair, which isn’t
much longer than Curtis Bench but is a
little more challenging. If you have some
canyoneering skills and are willing to get
a backcountry permit, you can rappel into
Goblin’s Lair as well.
Like Capitol Reef, Goblin Valley is a
designated Dark Sky park, and even one
night under the stars there will have visitors in awe of one of the most vivid night
skies in the world.
Goblin Valley is also known for its
beautiful slot canyons, but if you plan

Goblin Valley offers stunning views of the night sky,
and is an official Dark Sky Park, which is an area
designated as optimal for stargazing.
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(801) 380-3898 (435) 851-7598

Thousands of American families have
chosen Satterwhite Log Homes for their
dream home. House logs manufactured in
Gunnison, Utah have been used in homes
built in virtually every U.]S. state, plus all
around the world!

Satterwhite Log Homes
911 E. Highway 89 N. Gunnison, Utah 84634
(435) 528-5001
(888) 882-4645 toll free

www.satterwhiteloghomes.com

apluselectric2019@gmail.com

We are here
to help with
ALL your
ROOFING
needs!
Flatwork concrete help available also (sidewalks, RV pads, patios, driveways)

Harmon’s
Hardware
98 W. 200 N., Manti

835-4351
We’re open for your needs
during this crisis. Stay healthy!

Lloyd Lyons &
Mike Warren

Licensed & Insured
Residential, Commercial
and Industrial

• Annual servicing extends the life of your
central air conditioning unit.
• Servicing all major brands.
• Honest, Professional, Reliable.
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on touring them, be sure to check the
weather forecast first for any possible
rain, as flash flooding is a very real threat.

Mystic Hot Springs

Since moving from California to Utah
in 2006, I have been visiting a hidden gem
in Sevier County—the Mystic Hot Springs
in Monroe.
Unlike other hot springs in Utah,
Mystic is situated on what some might
consider a hippy compound with a fun
and colorful vibe.
The main building contains the office, changing rooms, the owners’ home
and a boutique with colorful jewelry and
vintage clothing.
The walls of the main building are
covered with music posters, many of
which were for past concerts at Mystic
Hot Springs, which also serves as a venue
for musical acts. The compound has had
some serious chops over the years, attracting acts such as the Grateful Dead. At
least once a year, Mystic puts on a music
festival that draws similar traveling musical acts, and even has fireworks.
The real draw of course, is the
springs, and Mystic doesn’t disappoint

Visitors soak in the hot mineral waters that rise from the earth naturally at Mystic Hot Springs.

when it comes to the hot and natural
mineral waters visitors can enjoy year
round. Several large pools are grouped
together as the main soaking area, each
with slightly different temperatures so
you can always find the right heat for

The interior of a unique camping cabin, a converted hippy bus, at Mystic Hot Springs in Monroe.

your soak.
A short hike up the hill behind the
main building brings you to a series of
large clawfoot bathtubs, which legend
has it were brought in from a brothel
in Nevada. The tubs, which are large
enough to comfortably fit two adults,
are hooked into the mineral springs,
but are situated in a more intimate
and private location for couples on a
romantic getaway (no nudity allowed).
Your romantic getaway gets even
better when you take advantage of
Mystic’s unique camp lodgings, which
include a series of hippy buses converted to cabins equipped with heaters, moody lighting, and vibrant and
colorful decorations straight out of the
1960s and 70s. Regular cabins are also
available. Hot showers are available in
both the campsite area and the main
building.
Mystic Hot Springs closed temporarily at the peak of the pandemic, but
has since reopened, which makes it a
perfect place to soak away the stress of
COVID. Find more information at www.
mystichotsprings.com.

2021
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ACCURATE MOBILE MIX CONCRETE
435-462-4MUD

Serving all of Sanpete County!!!
Locally owned and operated
3 types of trucks to serve your unique concrete needs:

BIG AND SMALL
WE POUR IT ALL!

Our Mobile Mixer
-site, no short-load fee, no waste!
Our rear-discharge Conveyor Truck can reach 40 feet. No need for a pump!
front-discharge mixers can pour your larger jobs quickly and eﬃciently!

436-9316
851-4872
Your local garage door supplier
•
•
•
•
•

Serving Sanpete County for 44 years.
New construction, replacements and repairs.
Several colors and styles to choose from.
Commercial and Residential.
We service all makes and models.

Call us for a free estimate

Sales, Installation, Service
Serving Central Utah since 1977
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Party on
With summer nearing and the end of the pandemic in sight (hopefully),
it’s time to begin planning to make get-togethers the best they can be
By Ben Lasseter

T

he warm weather, along
with trees and flowers
beginning to bloom, is
always something to celebrate
this time of year, and in 2021,
even small celebrations should
make up for lost time with
friends and family.
Just a little effort and creativity can give a spring or summer party some extra vibrancy
and leave a lasting impression.
Maybe it’s a pretty location,
some friendly competitions to
get a group of people involved
with each other or refreshments that make people ask
for the recipe that define a
memorable get-together.
But at its core, a good party
is about a relaxed atmosphere,
good conversation and making
sure everyone is in on the fun,
including the little ones.
Whether you take or leave
the tips to follow, they are
meant to inspire ideas of your
own, because putting on a
good time for your guests will
require coming up with ideas
specific to their tastes.

Location

Whether it’s a backyard, a
rented space or somewhere in
nature like the Mayfield Town
Cabin, consider how the location will impact the “togetherness” of an event.

One of the main decisions a host gets to make is what to do at a party. Here, participants in a Pioneer Day gathering
in Sterling join in a cornhole game.

Setting up different zones for
eating, playing games, watching an event on television, etc.
can offer some helpful structure. A place where children
can get out their energy without having to weave through
the adults at high speeds will
benefit everyone.
A good host knows how
to facilitate “mingling.” Since
it’s finally becoming less risky

to get a big group together, let
them be as extroverted as they
please by establishing a central, open location big enough
for at least a majority of the
guests to fit in at once.
How to do this? Put the
items that will draw people to
places where you want them to
go.
On an open lawn, set up a
table or two containing food,
drinks or snacks on the outskirts of the main area. Or mu-

sic never fails to draw a crowd
if the playlist and volume are
right.
Perhaps the best way to
bring a crowd together is a fire.
This can be the best part of
any outdoor gathering and is a
great reason to plan something
out of doors. Make sure to always know and follow current
safety guidelines.

Food and Drink

It doesn’t have to be a “din-
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ner party” with multiple delicacy courses
to send guests home full of food they enjoyed.
From finger food, to hot dogs roasted
on a stick to a catered spread, most people
just want to have a good time while eating
it. Many party-goers will prefer simple options they can carry with them as they chat.
Keeping it simple can help to keep it fun.
That’s not to advise against thinking
outside the box.
Consider all the options a charcuterie
board introduces. Have ingredients for
tropically flavored frozen smoothies ready
to blend on a hot day, or prepare ice cubes
made of sweet drinks ahead of time. Serving chardonnay? Strawberry popsicles go
well in it.
Special dessert ideas only bring sweetness into the atmosphere of an event and
are great ways to make the children happy.
For originality points, combine multiple
sweet things to make one dessert.
Take cookies, even Oreos. Set them out
next to an ice cooler with ice cream (bonus
points if it’s homemade) and let there be ice
cream sandwiches. Or put out the makings
of banana splits. And never to be forgotten,
if there is a fire, there must be ingredients
for S’mores.

2021

It was warm enough in late April for neighbors in Manti to gather for a cookout. On the left side of
the table are Lloyd and Cathi Call. On the right are Tyler Bell and Ann Pell. With back to the camera
is Larry Pell. And waiting for handouts is the Calls’ dog, Cooper.

What to do?

A great part about hosting is choosing
what to do during the party.
Do games like cornhole and bocce ball
sound like a good way to spend part of an
evening? Some guests will appreciate hav-

In French, the term “charcuterie” means cooked meat. In contemporary parlance, a charcuterie board is
cutting board spread with meats, cheeses, fruits and other finger foods. This one has deli meats, grapes,
almonds, crackers, an olive medley and five kinds of cheese. The jar contains Trader Joe’s fig butter.

ing those options. If not, no one will miss
the games because they will just spend
their time talking with each other anyway.
What about music? Does the group like
karaoke, or do your guests at least like each
other enough to put on a fun show?
Group projects, especially ones that
send guests home with something to help
them remember the time spent, can be a
hit. Take tie-dye, for example.
An important consideration this
spring and summer will be the pandemic,
which will not fully go away for some time.
Keep up with the most current public
health advice for keeping loved ones safe.
Also, try to know the vaccination statuses of guests, especially in case it could
help people who are uncertain about
gathering in large numbers to make the
decision that is best for them.
Overall, the key to bringing people
together to have fun is simply to have fun.
As the host, don’t lose sight of joining in on the good time you create for the
guests. Too often, hosts let their plans
bring them stress, which defeats the purpose of the party in the first place. Remember to enjoy the time with friends, family,
pets, neighbors and whoever else there is
room for.
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At the end of the day, keep in
mind that guests will enjoy themselves, almost no matter what.

Cola ice cubes, Oreo and ice cream
sandwiches, bratwursts and anything
that evokes a delicious or unusual
sensation in a person’s taste buds is a
great addition to a gathering.

Remember:
The key to
bringing
people together to
have fun is,
simply...to
have fun.
The new
Sanpetemessenger.com

launches
April 28

Check it out!

buying?

buying?

building?

building?

refinancing?

refinancing?

At SecurityNational Mortgage Company,
we constantly strive to create a better mortgage lending experience.

At SecurityNational Mortgage Company,

Using our SNapp App means less paperwork and a faster closing.

we constantly strive to create a better mortgage lending experience.
If you are buying, building or refinancing,

Using our SNapp App means less paperwork and a faster closing.
call the mortgage leader in Sanpete County...

If you are buying, building or refinancing,
call the mortgage leader in Sanpete County...

Call: 435.283.3000
SecurityNational Mortgage Company, 497 S Main, Suite E, Ephraim, UT 84627

Call: 435.283.3000
This is not a commitment to make a loan. Loan approvals are subject to applicant and property qualification. Interest rates, and loan
program guidelines can change without notice. The refinancing of existing loans may result in increased finance charges over the life
of the loan. Contact the loan originator listed for an accurate, personalized quote. SecurityNational Mortgage Company is an Equal
Housing Lender NMLS# 3116 | Branch NMLS# 971470

SecurityNational Mortgage Company, 497 S Main, Suite E, Ephraim, UT 84627

This is not a commitment to make a loan. Loan approvals are subject to applicant and property qualification. Interest rates, and loan
program guidelines can change without notice. The refinancing of existing loans may result in increased finance charges over the life
of the loan. Contact the loan originator listed for an accurate, personalized quote. SecurityNational Mortgage Company is an Equal
Housing Lender NMLS# 3116 | Branch NMLS# 971470
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Nothing beats a Southern-style barbeque
By Ben Lasseter

H

served hot.
To make something really memorable, plan to start as much
as a day early.
As much as they need a fresh coat of sweet glaze before serving, a rack of ribs needs to have spent time in the oven or smoker.
Find a recipe that accounts for this, and don’t overcook!
A Boston pork butt that spends a half-day or so in a crock pot
can make for the best pulled pork in a 50-mile radius, at least until
it’s gone. Serve it on buttered buns lightly cooked on a grill, preferably the same grill where burgers and hot dogs are cooked.
And of course, don’t skimp on the side items. You’ll want
enough to fill up some Tupperware after the cookout ends.
Mac and cheese with bacon bits. Baked beans, also optionally
made with bacon. Green beans. More mac and cheese and baked
beans. Potato salad. Fries. Mashed potatoes. Corn on the cob or
creamed corn.
The recipes are out there, especially on the Internet. So find
them, follow them, make them your own, and enjoy the rich food
that every southerner wants everyone in the world to experience.

aving grown up in Alabama, call me
biased, but nothing beats a southern-style cookout. Nothing at all.
Picture a table full of food, each item either
a meat dripping in a sweet-tinged sauce, vegetables steaming with zesty flavor, or some
amalgamation of foods that are familiar but
that you’ve never seen before put together.
Then picture these and other items weighBen Lasseter
ing your paper plate to the point of collapse.
The first course ought to consist of snacks.
This means potato and barbecue chips, a spread of celery and
baby carrots with ranch dressing for dipping, loaded potato skins,
peanuts and whatever else may sound good.
The “whatever” is important in the southern-barbecue tradition, as there is no call or room for judgment over what people put
on their plates or in their mouths. Southern folks love to support
good, new ideas of what
to eat and, above all, the
idea of good eatin’ among
friends in whatever forms
that may manifest for different people.
The most important
focus at the southern
cookout is on what’s on
the grill and who is cooking it.
Does the grill-master
value the seasoning process? He or she had better
know how much Worcester sauce to put on burger
patties and how to get
it to soak through. Can
the cook complement
the juicy meat flavor correctly with just salt and
pepper, or do they also
know what they are doing
with Creole and Greek
seasoning?
Other meats everyone will love to see are
hot dogs, bratwursts,
chicken breasts and
drums, or anything else, This platter is loaded with many of staples of a southern cookout including ribs, pork slices, mac ‘n cheese, baked beans
as long as it’s tender and and okra.
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CLEAN CUT ROOFING

www.cleancutroofingsiding.com

(435)462-2160
195 N. State Mt. Pleasant
PO Box445
M-F: 8-4
ccroofing10@gmail.com

The Spring Special Financing is: Loan term
for 126 Months. No interest for 6 months
followed by 5.99% for the remaining 120
months. We have extended the 5 year
6.99% fixed interest loan. The other option
we have is a Loan term of 132 Months. No
interest for the first 12 months payments
followed by 9.99% fixed interest for 120
months payments.
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Spin your wheels
Sanpete County is home to a growing number of
trails that can accommodate riders of all skill levels
By Ben Lasseter

I

n the beautiful Sanpete Valley are trails
that bikers of all levels can enjoy, many
of which are recent additions.
Some are projects of the past couple of
years that cities hope will bring in visitors
from out of town. So now is a great time for
locals to enjoy them before the word gets out.
Like at ski resorts, routes are ranked by
difficulty with colors.
Green trails are meant to be relatively
easy and rideable for all ages. These tend to
stay pretty flat and are wide enough for you
to make corrections without veering into
obstacles.
Blue trails are for intermediate riders
and can vary in steepness, narrowness, rock
presence and overall difficulty.
A black diamond trail is only meant for
experienced riders.
Luckily for local adventurer-seekers,
there are trails of all difficulty levels interspersed throughout the county.

Spring City

A predominantly blue cluster of trails
centered around the blue-level Master Loop
trail sits under the White Hill south of
Spring City.
From the southern end of these routes
on Pigeon Hollow Road, a rider can access
the green-level South Side Lower Loop and
Rambler trails and eventually connect to the
Master Loop.
Canal Canyon Road from Spring City

leads to the Canal Canyon Trailhead, a parking area that provides access to an area of
more technical trails than those around the
Master Loop.
Michael Lewis, who works in Mt. Pleasant, has ridden all over the state and even
in Canada. He describes the Canal Canyon
route as “a pretty unique ride, just because
you’ll go along the white cliffs,” which offers
a spectacular view.
But he added that it is a rather technical route, so some riders will want to stop
and get off their bikes before taking in the
scenery.

Ephraim

The area with the most trails in the
county is up Ephraim Canyon, where there
are ample places to park at trailheads.
According to Ephraim Recreation Director Michael Patton, some of the trails
are designed for beginners and families.
Scandinavian and Mirkwood are two of the

Courtesy Manti Trailbuilders Association

In 2019, Andy Adamson takes a curve in a new bike trail west of the Gunnison Reservoir that he helped build along with a volunteer group called the Manti
Trailbuilders Association.
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2021 Kawasaki Mule PRO-FXT EPS LE
TRUST IN MULE™

There’s no substitution for hard work. The rugged Kawasaki
MULE™ side x side lineup is bred to handle harsh conditions and
grueling tasks. Whether you’re hauling heavy cargo to the jobsite
or embarking on your next family adventure, MULE side x sides
are built to get it all done with confidence.

340 N. Milburn Rd.
Fairview 427-3338
www.bigpinesports.com
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IFA’S 4-STEP
FERTILIZER PROGRAM
An iron coating
on every
fertilizer granule
for a picture
perfect lawn.
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CHOOSE ONE

FREE

When You Purchase
IFA’s 4-Step Fertilizer Program*

$225 in the Sanpete Messenger countywide
Home & Garden edition April 28

OR2021
I updated from the 2020 to the
Kawasaki Mule picture and information

50 lb.
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7SYXL1EMR)TLVEMQ98
435-283-4529

32 oz.
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Ephraim Canyon is home to many mountain-bike trails, old and new. The green trails are the easiest, blue are intermediate and black are the most
technical.

longer ones of this category.
Others, Patton says, “require advanced
skills.”
One of the best known in the region is
Pioneer, a black diamond. And a short downhill
run off of Pioneer, another black called White
Pine is “just super enjoyable,” in Lewis’s words.
Patton says Pioneer could become a blue
with some maintenance over the summer.
“We’re going to try to make it easier but still be
skillful and eventful,” he says.
This would be part of an initiative to follow
five trails—Willow Creek, Patriot, Ponderosa,
Stopwatch and Gravity—all built nearly a year
ago.

Manti

Under the “M” (for Manti High School) is a
blue trail called Duncan’s DH Access. For access,
take 300 North past the residential area and
turn right after passing the house at 800 E. 300
North. Turn immediately left onto the trail.
Near Duncan’s is a blue trail called Fireman’s. To access it, instead of turning left after

the 800 E. 300 North house, turn right. Next,
bear left to pass along a reservoir, then turn
right to go around the reservoir. The first left
turn after the reservoir is the beginning of the
trail.

Palisade State Park

Just last year, a multi-purpose trail opened
in the state park above Sterling.
“If you couple the new trail with the existing trails, the entire complex makes a nice
3-mile loop,” Andy Adamson of the Manti Trail
Builders said at the time.
The new trail runs along the southwest side
of the lake, and Adamson says the best time to
ride is sunset.

Gunnison Valley

On the west side of U.S. 89, just behind the
Gunnison Reservoir, are two recently developed
trails named for snacks.
Fruit Loops, a blue, features zig-zags that
run parallel to Milk & Cookies, a straight route,
which is green. Together, these make up about
4 miles of trail.

Richfield

Just south of Sanpete County is one of
Utah’s best kept secrets, according to Michael
Lewis. Richfield has a cluster of trails similar
to the Ephraim area in number and diversity.
“It’s one of the most famous [trail areas] in
Utah,” he said. But unlike the popular regions up
north and around Moab, “no one really rides in
Richfield, because it’s a small town. It’s just the
Richfield people and the random people who
know.”
There are numerous parking areas, including two on the outskirts of town next to I-70.
To find out more about any of these trails
and recreation areas, including specific locations and difficulty levels, try searching regions
or specific trail names on www.trailforks.com.
“As long as it’s been ridden and somebody’s
marked it, it’s on there,” Lewis says.
Lewis also recommends taking advantage
of ski resorts that run lifts in the summer for
mountain-bikers. His top resort picks are
Sundance and Deer Valley.
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Castles in the Sky
Treehouses can be big jobs, but
are educational projects that
help build memories for years
By Lloyd Call

I

f you fancy making your children’s
day, week and year, consider building them their very own treehouse.
This is not a small task, by any means,
but such a project can be incredibly fun and educational for all
involved, and the memories
will last for generations.
Lloyd Call
		 I myself had a treehouse
behind my house when I was
growing up. My siblings and I built it on a tree that had a
big knot on it, which made a great base. We would hunch
behind our wood barrier and shoot aliens or play Superman jumping out of the tree (it was a short tree).
I have driven by our old home in Salt Lake County
50 years later just to look at the thing and relive those
childhood memories.
When Vicki and Ron Richmond bought their
house at 60 S. 300 East in Mt. Pleasant there was already a treehouse in the front yard. The Richmonds
have expanded and improved it over the years.
Their children, especially Max and Noah, have
hoisted their sleeping bags into the treehouse and
invited all their friends over.
“We even had a rope and pulley set up at one
time, so the kids could haul treats up and down. It’s
also how we got tools up there to improve it,” Ron
said.
JimBob and Becky Pipes built a treehouse in a
large tree to the south of their home at 495 N. 500 W.
in Manti. It has a roof (and skylight!), ladders, ropes
to swing on, and JimBob says he occasionally escapes
to the treehouse for a little peace and quiet himself.
The kids have loved it.
When Lynette and Dave Lundberg bought their
Climbing on JimBob and Becky Pipes of Manti’s treehouse are: Andrew, Josh and Nathan (son
home at 303 E. 100 North in Manti five years ago, they
of JimBob’s brother Ben), top; Autumn Katelyn and Caleb, middle; and Hyrum and Meri, bottom.
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Castle treehouse behind the home owned by Lynette
and Dave Lundberg at 303 E. 100 North in Manti.

2021
inherited a castle tree house consisting of
concrete slabs built around a big, sprawling
tree in the back yard.
Their four grandchildren, Easton, Wyatt,
Lela and Addie, have loved playing there, and of
course, have invited their friends over. It has a
main room and balconies you can walk out on.
“It’s been a lot of fun, (and) the grandkids
love it. They throw balls down to us and we
throw them back up, and they eat lunch up
there a lot,” Lynette says. “When they get
older, they’ll probably have sleepovers up
there.”
If you are motivated to build a home
among the leaves for your kids, here are some
ideas.

Step 4: Gather tools

Step 1: Pick the right tree

For added strength, it is a good idea
to install some braces below the platform.
By adding diagonal braces from under
the platform to the tree’s trunk, you will
prevent the treehouse from wobbling or
collapsing under its own weight. Do this
without harming the tree too much.

You need a sturdy tree, so not everyone
will be able to have a treehouse. Or, if you want
a multiple-layer city in the leaves, multiple
trees might be a way to go. Look for trees that
have a decent splitting of the trunk into good
sized branches. You are after good support
and strong anchor points.
Your tree should be healthy, and in deciding how high the treehouse will be, consider
safety.

Step 2: Design your treehouse

This step can’t be dictated. Individuality and creativity will rule. Your design will
depend on the tree and on how fancy you
want the treehouse to be. Will it have a roof
and sides? Will you hang ropes or ladders for
kids to swing from or climb up on? Make sure
the steps up the tree will be safe—something
more than just nailing a series of boards to the
tree trunk.

Step 3: Gather your materials

Treehouse at the home of Ron and Vicki Richmond,
60 E. 300 South in Mt. Pleasant.

Get your wood together, roofing and
decking materials, and fasteners, keeping in mind your kids may be scrambling
aboard in bare feet. Decide how much
money you are willing to invest. Don’t go
crazy, but remember, building a treehouse
is like any other structure; it needs to fulfill its function and be safe.

At a bare minimum you will need a
hammer, saw, level, square, tape measure
and adjustable wrenches. Power tools will
make the job easier.

Step 5: Mount supports, build
main platform

This is probably the most vital stage of
the build. Your treehouse will not stand the
test of time without well-built supports.
Spend time getting this right. If your supports are weak, you put your children in
danger.

Step 6: Add braces

Step 7: Flooring

Consider putting flooring on the main
platform to protect those bare feet from
splinters, protruding nails or screws.

Step 8: Add railings, walls, roof

At this point, the treehouse should be
coming along nicely. Now you need to add
some railings and walls. You can use old
fencing or build your own timber frame
structures. It doesn’t really matter how
you do this, but the main consideration
is to make the treehouse safe to use. After
all, you don’t want children falling off the
platform.

Step 9: Protect your wood

You don’t have to prime and paint your
treehouse if you don’t want the expense,
but consider at least waterproofing it.
Now, go ahead and start your project.
Remember, you’re building this not just for
your children but for your grandchildren as
well.
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Home Town Service!

Don’t wait!
CARPET CLEANING
RUGS • FURNITURE
FLOODS • FIRE • MOLD
RESTORATION
Put a comfortable
manufactured home on
your property for far
less than you'd expect.

• We do auto glass and car repairs
• Free A/C check with oil change
• Free tire rotation and brake check
with oil change
www.BecksAutoService.com
(435) 445-9955
83 S. State, Fountain Green

For all your crushing needs ...
SAND / GRAVEL
TOPSOIL / ROADBASE

See models just off I-15 in Springville or go to www.manufacturedhomesutah.com

220 S. 2000 W., Springville • 800-756-9404

CENTRAL
UTAH
TITLE

When you need
a title search
done right!

462-3954 - 462-9415
SEPTIC / BASEMENT / EXCAVATION / WATER / SEWER
95 W. Main, Mt. Pleasant

140 N. Main, Manti

835-1111
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Office

Robert Stevens

Daniela Vazquez shows off the centerpiece of her home office area, a double set of large monitors that give her a big boost in productivity compared to
a single screen.

Secrets to creating a successful,
efficient remote workspace

By Robert Stevens

W

hen coronavirus began changing
the way we live and play, it was
destined to change the way we

work too.
As the virus began getting a grip on the
United States, a legion of employees and employers had to adjust how they did business
if they wanted to keep the money coming in.
For many, this meant working from home

unless they were frontline “essential” workers.
Daniela Vazquez of Manti was starting
a promising job at Sutter Health in March
of 2020. Her first three weeks of training
coincided with the onset of the public health
emergency.
It became clear that to minimize the
risks of COVID, the company was going to
require more of its workers to work remotely.
At the end of Vazquez’s training, her entire

training group was sent home to work remotely, and she has been working from home
ever since.
“Every morning I get up, make my coffee
and walk 10 feet to my office,” Vazquez says. “I
work all day, and when it’s over, I don’t even
have to commute home.”
Although she admits it’s nice to be able
to work in pajamas if she feels like it, it’s still
a job, and to be productive, she has to have
a functional and comfortable home office.
With the right approach, she says, you can
end up with something as good, if not better,
than conventional workplace offices.
The modern remote office relies on the
right combination of technology and comfort
to create an environment where your work-
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We have topsoil!
435-427-9299
392 N. 200 E.
PO Box 370, Fairview

Residential doors,
Interior/exterior,
Mirrors, showers,
Windows & wrapping,
Mobile Sercvices

We have topsoil, sand, rock gravel
and decorative rock.
We have equipment for earth
moving, boulders for rock walls
and landscaping.
We also do excavation, septic
systems, road building, water
and sewer lines.

YOUR SANPETE COOPERATIVE LANDFILL:

One of the best deals in the state!
Sanpete County residents pay $4 per household per month
for the Chester and White Hills landfills. But consider:
No dumping fees for residents
(one of the few landfills in Utah accepting household
waste for UP TO ONE TON/PER MONTH FREE!)

New legislation says we MUST charge for TIRES: $4 auto, $10 semi-truck,
$25 tractor tires. Bring a credit card or check, or set up an account. NO CASH ACCEPTED.

It’s the law!

Your Sanpete Cooperative Landfill Association, led by a county
commissioner and mayors from all towns in the county, cooperates
with your local community cleanup. The landfill accepts waste from
city spring cleanups at A REDUCED COST to the cities.
To Mt. Pleasant

To Chester
117

Chester Landfill

Construction and
demolition debris only

To Sterling

To
Spring
City

White Hills Landfill

Accepts all types of
non-hazardous waste

To Levan

132

Christianburg

Chester

Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
(April 1 to Nov. 1)

137

Gunnison
City
137
137

Winter months:
Wed., Sat., 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

To
Spring
City

White Hills
Town

Or by appointment
To Ephraim

Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Closed Sundays and Holidays
Winter months:
10 a.m.-5:30 p.m. (or dusk)

To Salina

Questions? Call landfill operator Larry Hansen, 469-1105
Dedicated to beautiful communities and a clean, safe environment in Sanpete County.
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flow can be as smooth as possible. According
to employees at Sevier Valley Office Supply
in Richfield, the demand for home office
supplies began rapidly growing in the Spring
of 2020, with the most sought-after items being computer-related, such as webcams, and
things to make a home office more comfortable, such as good quality desks and chairs.

Technology

If you are working from home, your ability to be productive hinges on technology.
Unlike the office workplace, where IT teams
maintain and even upgrade tech equipment,
your computers, printers, scanners and other
office equipment are your responsibility. So
unless you work for a company that supplies
your office tech, it’s up to you to make sure you
have what you need to do the job.
Some businesses require you to use computers that are preconfigured with security
software and proprietary apps, but if that isn’t
the case for you, your first major component
of a proper home office setup is a decent PC.
While desktop computers often offer a better
overall bang for buck when it comes to performance, laptops have been closing the gap
for a long time, and the benefits of being able
to work anywhere, if needed, make a strong
case for one.
Whichever you choose, you need to have a
baseline of specs you don’t go under when you
buy a computer. While most modern computers have a decent central processing unit or
CPU (the part that does the “thinking”), if you
want to make sure you don’t have to upgrade
again for a while, you need to get something
with at least 16 gigabytes of RAM, and a hard
drive with at least 1 terabyte of storage space.
Your computer will probably come with
a keyboard and mouse, but there are aftermarket options for both that can help with
productivity. Ergonomic “natural” keyboards
offer a hand placement that can help combat carpal tunnel syndrome. Aftermarket
mice are available with extra buttons, often
fully programmable, enabling you to complete
common tasks with the press of a button.
If you are serious about productivity, one

These digital cameras and smartphones will give you better video conferencing quality than a traditional
webcam will.

of the best things you can do is use multiple
monitors. By using two screens, you allow
yourself to have multiple applications running at one time instead of having to switch

back and forth. Most modern computers will
support multiple monitors, but it is important to consider that in your initial computer
purchase.
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“I wouldn’t be able to do my job nearly as
well without more than one screen,” Vazquez
says. “Once you get used to having it, you can’t
go back to just one.”
While most businesses use their own
proprietary software, with some generic
exceptions such as Microsoft Office, the one
thing everyone is doing a lot of during the
pandemic is video conferencing, whether on
Zoom or Skype or Microsoft Teams.
Dedicated webcams are a popular item
for the home office, but you are better off
avoiding them due to their typically poor video
quality and limited functions. You can have
a far superior video conferencing experience from even a camera phone than
from a traditional webcam.
But if you really want to turn it up
a notch, you can improve the quality of
your video broadcast dramatically if you
own a DSLR or mirrorless camera. In an
effort to help remote workers during the
pandemic, major camera

This adjustable riser
can give you a desk
that converts from
sitting to standing
position, allowing
some people to
work longer, stay
focused and improve
posture by changing
positions throughout
the day.

2021
companies released software to allow most
of their newer camera models to act as webcams, giving the video a more cinematic look
with much higher image quality. The webcam
software is typically available for free on the
manufacturer’s website. (Example: us.canon.
com.)

Comfort

Once you have your technology squared
away, the next step is making sure your home
office is comfortable. The first item you will
need is a comfortable office chair.

This is something that really falls under
personal preference, but there are many options
on the market, including ergonomic chairs that
align your spine while sitting and encourage
good posture. Most people go the traditional
route and get an old-fashioned office chair. No
matter what you choose, make sure to try it before you buy it because an uncomfortable chair
is not conducive to getting work done.
The desk may not seem like an important
factor in home office comfort, but nothing could
be further from the truth. Getting the proper
placement for important equipment like monitors, keyboards and mice will affect how
long you can work at your station.
In recent years, the adjustable desk
has emerged (usually with a power
switch) so you can quickly change
from a sitting to a standing desk. 		
Vazquez says a desk that can accommodate standing is high on her wish
list for new office furniture. She says
being able to stand and work when she
wants is helpful for her focus, as well as
her posture.
		 Lastly, proper lighting is important to avoid eye fatigue. It’s bad enough
to stare at a screen for hours without
poor light making it even worse. Light
that is “warm,” or more golden in color, is typically better for your eyes, but if you want
an energy-efficient solution, modern
compact fluorescent lights are a good
choice.
With a little thought and planning,
your home office can help you work
harder without leaving the house.
Vazquez has plans to move
her home office setup
out of her living room
and into a loft area to
create a dedicated productivity zone she designed
from the ground up. Like her, you
can make your work area your own
and make your home office
feel like the home that
it is.
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385 N. Main, Centerfield 528-3679

Ron & Julie, 35 years in business and still Growing!
• Locally Grown Bedding Plants
• Bring in your Pots to be Refilled
• Zone-Hardy Trees & Shrubs
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Tomatoes!

From hybrids to heirlooms, the more you know, the better your outcome
By Suzanne Dean

F

Master gardener Ken Lindsay of Manti holds a tray
of Better Boy tomatoes, a hybrid variety.

irst-time veggie gardeners usually
start out with tomatoes—and for
good reason.
The tomato is a hardy plant with vigorous roots. Even if you don’t take perfect care
of your tomatoes, you usually come out with
a respectable crop.
But like anything else, the more you
know, and the more you practice what you
know, the better your outcome and the
greater your satisfaction in the end.
Let’s start with the term “tomato.” A tomato is a tomato is a tomato, right? Wrong.
Tomatoes started in the tropics, says
Ken Lindsay, owner of Lindsay Garden Center in Manti. He has been around plants all
his life. His father was a botany professor at
what is now BYU-Idaho. He spent 30 years
as the gardener at the
Manti
Tem-

ple. He’s retired now, runs his garden business and plants his own garden.
Even in the beginning, down in South
America somewhere, there were probably
different varieties of tomatoes. But after
centuries of intentional hybridization and
selective cultivation, who knows if tomatoes
in their original form even exist anymore.
The cultivated tomatoes we have today
can be divided into two major branches: the
hybrids and the heirlooms.
The tomatoes you buy in the grocery
store, and the majority of tomato plants
sold in garden stores, are hybrids, Lindsay
explains.
“There are plant breeders who work all
the time...in laboratories and greenhouses
to cross-pollinate” tomato plants, he says.
Some of the goals of tomato breeding are
coming up with tomatoes that are disease
resistant and have tough skins so the tomatoes will survive shipping.
The tomato scientists come up with
new breeds all the time, he says, but some of
the most common varieties on the shelves,
such as Celebrity, Champion, Beefsteak,
Better Boy and Early Girl, have been
around for at least 40 or 50 years.
“A lot of people don’t know
about plant patents,” Lindsay
says, “but they can patent
a variety of tomatoes they
put together, and that’s
how they kind of protect
from everybody taking off
and growing it.”
One important fact about
hybrids is that ordinarily
you can’t grow a hybrid from
the seeds of another hybrid.
Each plant has to be individually cross-pollinated.
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One way plant companies do
that is by having a worker touch
the pollen in the flowers of one
plant and then rub the pollen
into the flowers of the other
breed.
An heirloom is a tomato
developed through selective
cultivation. The story goes something like this. Somewhere back
in time, a farmer noticed a tomato that was especially large
and juicy, one that when sliced,
covered a whole piece of bred.
He took the seeds from the
tomato and planted, say, 20
more of the tomatoes. When
they ripened, he tested all of
the tomatoes and identified the
largest and juiciest. He harvested the seeds from that secondgeneration tomato, planted
them, again selected the best
tomato.
Perhaps by the third generation, he could have harvested
all the seeds from all his tomatoes. The next year, he could
have planted a whole patch of
the exceptional tomatoes. Thus
a new heirloom tomato would
have been born that could be
carried forward for many generations.
According to Wikipedia,
there are 3,000 varieties of heirloom tomatoes being actively
cultivated, and 15,000 known to
have been grown at one time or
other.
H e i r l o o m s o f t e n h av e
names that fit the look of the
tomato, such as Egg Yolk, Black
Cherry, Chocolate Pear and Pink
Ping Pong. (See accompanying article about Ken Lindsay’s
brother, Bryon, a master heirloom tomato cultivator who lives
in Pleasant Grove.)
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“My No. 1 tip would be, ‘Prepare
the soil,’ Tomatoes like to grow
in a rich soil, which we don’t have
in Sanpete unless you amend it
with compost or mulch.”
— Ken Lindsay, owner of Lindsay Garden Center in Manti

These tomatoes didn’t die from lack of water. They got “tomato wilt,” a plant
disease. You can help prevent it by rotating your tomatoes to different spots
in your yard from year to year.

“An heirloom, you kind of
relate to a family heirloom,”
Lindsay says. “It’s something
that’s been around for a long
time. It comes true to seed. The

hybrids don’t. You plant a seed
from a hybrid and you don’t
know what you’re going to get.
They revert back to parentage,
and it may or may not be desir-

able.”
But we’re n ot f i n i s h e d
breaking tomatoes into their
branches, types and varieties. Within both the hybrid
and heirloom branches are at
least four general types: cherry,
grape, paste and slicer.
Cherry tomatoes are small
(maybe half the size of a golf ball)
and round (like cherries). Grape
tomatoes are a little larger and
slightly elongated, like grapes.
Paste tomatoes, such as Romas,
don’t have a lot of juice or seeds.
They are often used for salsas
and tomato sauce. Slicers are
the larger juicier kind you might
put in salads or on a sandwich.
There’s one other important breakdown in the tomato
world, a division that, once
again, applies to both the hybrid
and heirloom branches. It’s the
determinate versus the indeterminate tomatoes.
Determinates are tomato
plants where all the tomatoes
pop out about the same time.
Many, but not all, of the determinates are bushes that get
just 3 or 4 feet high. A couple of
determinates are the Roma and
Early Girl.
Lindsay sells a cherry tomato plant called a Red Robin at his
garden center. Customers plant
them in pots on their patios. The
plants get just 1-2 feet high but
produce a thicket of tomatoes,
all within a few days. “They all
come on at the same time, and
then the plant is finished,” Lindsay says.
The majority of tomatoes
are indeterminate. They grow on
vines that can get 10 feet high,
and have blossoms that keep
coming out and turning into
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tomatoes, Lindsay says, “until it freezes or
until you pull them out of the ground.”
Most of Lindsay’s tips for growing tomatoes are just basic good gardening.
Prepare the soil: “My No. 1 tip would
be, ‘Prepare the soil,’ he says. “Tomatoes like
to grow in a rich soil, which we don’t have in
Sanpete unless you amend it with compost
or mulch.”
Plant in time: The plants or seeds you
buy will be labeled with “Days to harvest.”
The day count is based on when you put the
seed in the ground or when the plant company put the seed in the package or planter.
Some breeds, such as Early Girl, take
just 60 days. Plant now and you can have
tomatoes for the Fourth of July.
But most varieties take 90 to 110 days.
That means you need to plant in April or
May if you want to harvest in August or
September. About the latest date to plant
is the third week of May.
But wait, it can freeze in Sanpete in
April and May. That’s where a product called
the Wall of Water comes in, Lindsay says.
It’s cone-like structure, about 18 inches tall,
with plastic tubes along the inner wall that
you fill with water. You can buy the cones
at nurseries, IFA, Ace Hardware and Horseshoe Mountain Home Center.
It’s counter-intuitive, but when the water in the tubes freezes, it creates heat that
can protect your tomatoes from a spring
frost. While a tomato left out in the open
will freeze at 31 degrees it can survive at 25
degrees inside the Wall of Water.
“Usually (the Wall of Water) is put on
the ground prior to planting so it can warm
up the ground,” Lindsay says. “Then you can
reach down and plant the plant inside of it.
The tomato will eventually just grow out the
top of it. Then you pull it off.”
Space your plants and provide for vertical growth: Tomatoes need to be at least
3 feet apart to provide space for strong
roots. And they need to grow vertically
(that’s up in the air). Use vegetable cages
or a framework sort of like a large picture
frame standing upright and covered with
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The Wall of Water is a plant protector that keeps a tomato plant warm if a late frost hits.

something the plants can cling to. (One
product is “crop netting,” which looks a
little like a fish net and can hold crops as
big as cantaloupes.)
Vertical growth helps ensure the tomatoes get enough sun. Moreover, Lindsay
says, it’s not good for tomatoes to snake
across the floor of your garden. “They’ll just
rot on the bottom.”
Fertilize: Use a granular product with
the numbers 16-16-8. That means the fertilizer is 16 percent nitrogen, 16 percent phosphorus and 8 percent potassium. The rest
of the product, up to 100 percent, is filler.
Miracle Gro, for one, has those nutrients in

that ratio.
Following package directions, dilute
the fertilizer in the water you use to irrigate
the plants. Lindsay says, “Use either a very
small amount every time you water or a
more concentrated amount less frequently.”
Water properly: It’s ideal to have a
drip irrigation system and to water based
on the gallons per hour your system emits
(anywhere from 12 to 90 minutes per day).
If, like most of us, you don’t have drip
irrigation, a guide on the Internet recommends watering your tomatoes every day
for the first three to four weeks. After that,
water two to three times per week. After the
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plants get going, a rule of thumb
is to put about 1 inch of water per
week on them.
Feel the soil. If it’s moist, you
don’t need to water. If it’s dusty,
or your garden surface looks
baked or cracked, water.
When it starts to cool off in
September, cut back on watering
to promote ripening.
P r u n e yo u r t o m at o es :
“There’s the main stem of the
tomato and then there are the
little side shoots that come off in
the leaf axles. Those side shoots
should be pruned,” Lindsay says,
especially within the first month.
Watch out for pests: The
main insect affecting tomatoes
is the tomato horn worm. It looks
like a big, green caterpillar with
a tiny horn on its back. You won’t
see a big infestation, “but two

or three of those can defoliate a
tomato plant in no time,” Lindsay
says.
Some gardeners just flick the
bugs off their plants. Or you can
use Sevin, an organic pest control
product.
Another threat to tomatoes,
especially if your garden isn’t
fenced, is deer. “I don’t understand how they digest (the stems
and leaves)...,” Lindsay says, “because to you and me, they’re poisonous. They’re not going to kill
us, but they’ll make us really sick.
But the deer just munch them
down. And they’ll take one bit out
of a mostly ripe tomato and leave
it.”
Prevent tomato wilt: You’ve
probably seen a tomato plant or
even a whole crop that appears
to have wilted and died. That’s

not because they haven’t been
watered. Tomato wilt is a disease.
You can’t prevent it 100 percent of the time, Lindsay says, but
it helps to rotate your tomatoes to
different locations each year.
But back to hybrids, heirlooms and all those varieties
within the two branches of tomato cultivation.
Lindsay suggests mixing up
your varieties. “I plant one cherry
tomato, and I like Sun Sugar...
because it gets very large and has
hundreds of tomatoes on it,” he
says.
For slicing tomatoes “we’ve
kind of gone with Celebrity because it’s heavy bearing, it’s a
large tomato and it doesn’t seem
to get diseases.
“If I was interested in doing
salsa, I would plant some Roma

types. It’s a really meaty tomato.
It’s a determinate, so it comes on
all at once and you can get your
salsa done all at once.
“Then I would plant two or
three other varieties, say Early
Girl for early harvest...and maybe
for a lower acid, you could use one
of the yellow ones,...something
like Lemon Boy.”
For anyone who started out
believing all tomatoes were pretty much alike, the information
and advice in this article should
open up new insights. But on
the whole, Lindsay says, growing
tomatoes in your home garden is
pretty simple.
“If you do the ground preparation, use the proper fertilizer
and water adequately,” he says,
“you should be able to come out
on top.”

Tomatoes! II
The magic of heirlooms

By Suzanne Dean

A

bout 10 years ago, after a career as an Army dentist, and
after he and his wife moved
from Colorado back to Utah where
most of their children and relatives
lived, a question popped into Byron
Lindsay’s mind.
“Can I grow tomatoes?” he
wondered.
He started out with hybrids,
the kind most people grow and the
kind most frequently sold in garden
stores. He sold a few of his tomatoes
at farmer’s markets in Utah County.
“Then I realized there was
something better,” he said.

That’s when he started growing heirlooms. Those are tomatoes
that are decidedly not produced by
crossing two varieties of tomatoes.
When you merge tomato varieties,
you have hybrids.
An heirloom tomato is grown
from the seeds of a tomato. And
the tomato providing the seeds was
grown from the seeds of the same
type of tomato, and so on going back
years and decades.
To be defined as an heirloom,
a tomato variety must have “several
generations of stability,” Lindsay
says.
Today, Lindsay grows 500 to
600 tomato plants per year, nearly

Bryon Linsday’s logo is a photo of a plate of some of the 60 varieties of
heirloom tomatoes he grows on his “hobby farm” in Pleasant Grove. He
is the brother of Ken Lindsay, owner of Lindsay Garden Center in Manti
and retired Manti Temple gardener.
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all heirlooms. In fact, he grows more than 60
varieties of heirlooms, including some that are
quite exotic in appearance and taste.
(Speaking of taste, Lindsay says heirlooms
taste so much better than hybrids that there’s
no comparison.)
Just a few examples:
Egg yoke is a yellow cherry tomato that
grows to about the size of an egg yoke.
Rutgers is a medium-size, bright red tomato that started out as a hybrid. In 1934, a
vegetable breeder in New Jersey crossed the
tomato variety used in Campbell’s Soup with
“Marglobe,” a variety developed by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Sometimes hybrids
aren’t able to reproduce, but the seeds from
this one took off to become a new heirloom.
According to the company that harvests and
sells the seeds today, the flavor of Rutgers,
“both for slicing and cooking, is unequaled.”
Marianne’s Peace is a large beefsteak-style
tomato developed in Bohemia, a county in
what is now the Czech Republic. It is reddish
pink in color, doesn’t have many seeds and has
foliage similar to potato leaves.
Annas Noire is a tomato that started when

Bryon holds one of his supersize tomato cages.
He says his heirloom tomato plants can get 12-14
feet high.

2021

Byron Lindsay holds starts for two varieties of heirloom tomatoes—Annas Noire and Solar Flair.

a black tomato, probably from Russia, crossed
with a Hawaiian tomato. It was one of those
weird things that happened naturally. The
variety was perpetuated by a Belgian horticulturalist.
Annas Noire has streaks of orange,
green and red inside and outside. The
company that sells the seeds describes the
flavor as “both sweet and smoky with a hint
of citrus.” Lindsay says, “It is bizarre looking, but it’s one of my favorites.”
Lindsay calls his tomato operation
“Frost Produce,” because he plants his
seeds in pots on the second floor of his
turn-of-the-century house in January when
there’s still snow and frost on the ground.
In March and April, he moves the
plants into a couple of small greenhouses
in his backyard. In May, he moves them to
a plot of land about a block from his house,
where he starts them a couple of dozen
planting boxes and in Walls of Water. (See
accompanying story for an explanation of
Walls of Water).
Most of the his planting boxes have
frames above them, sort of like three sides
of a giant picture frame. He attaches “crop

netting,” a strong plastic material, to the
frames. The tomatoes climb up the netting.
He also has some supersize tomato cages.
“The plants can become enormous,” he
says. “I have tomato plants that are 12-14
feet high. You have to grow them vertically.
I grow all my tomatoes vertically.”
Lindsay says he sells 85 percent of
his crop at a farmer’s market held every
Wednesday at the base of the main ski hill
in Park City. His price is $5 per pound.
The market opens at 11 a.m. Lindsay
says when he arrives “there are 10 people
waiting in line. In about an hour and a half,
I’m sold out. I sell out every time.”
He also sells 300-400 plants each year
to people he knows. He supplies tomatoes
throughout the summer to the head chef
at Thanksgiving Point. And he keeps about
100 plants for personal use and for seeds.
Lindsay, who is the brother of Ken
Lindsay, the former Manti Temple gardener
and owner of Lindsay Garden Center in
Manti, describes his operation as a “hobby
farm.”
“I do it for the love,” he says, “but I earn
enough that I have to pay taxes.”
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Homegrown herbs
From family tradition to long-time business venture
By Rhett Wilkinson

A

s a little girl, Kathy Tarr
learned to garden from
her grandmother. And everywhere she has gone since she’s
been married (Provo, Pleasant
Grove and Mt. Pleasant), she has
had a garden.
Gardening has helped her
with Kathy’s Herb Shop, which she
started up to 26 years ago.
Tarr started the shop in the
mid-1990s after her husband’s job
fell through, beginning with one
or two customers per week.
If she tried to start the store
today, she said, it would be illegal.
Local zoning doesn’t allow a retail
business in a home, Tarr said. But
because she started her shop before the zoning was enacted, the
business is a legal nonconforming
use.
Kathy Tarr with herbs she grew to her right and other herbs she carries behind her.
“I’m under the wire, so it’s OK,”
Tarr transforms herbs into marketable products by cutting the
Tarr said.
Former Mt. Pleasant Mayor Dave Blackham told her, “Don’t plants, drying them in a food dehydrator and then putting them
in a “skiv” (a cutter), which thins them or turns them to powder.
ever quit … because you couldn’t do it again.”
Tarr also carries other herbs that she doesn’t grow. Those
“So many years, I only made like $12,000 to $15,000,” she
said, noting that another herb store nearby located outside of the includes ginger, hawthorn berry, elderberry, red raspberry, saowner’s house only lasted one year. “You can do that when you are line, Echinacea, chamomile, hops flowers, catnip and olive leaf.
in your home, but you can’t when you are paying $1,500 a month She gets them from Frontier Co-op of Norway, Iowa, and Starwest
Botanicals of Sacramento.
rent,” Tarr said.
Tarr’s advice for people who want to grow herb gardens is, “Go
When she started, Tarr said, she thought that if she could sell
for it.”
$100 worth of products a day, that would be fine.
New herb gardeners should start with comfrey because you
“Now, that’s nothing because everything has gone up so much,”
can hardly buy it anymore, Tarr said. “It works really good for …
she said.
Today, Tarr sells herbs that she grows including alfalfa, com- sores and (things) like that,” Tarr said.
frey, feverfew, kale, parsley, sage, basil, motherwort, peppermint She also likes mints like peppermint and spearmint because they
and rosemary. Although she has a greenhouse, she grows all of the provide nice flavors.
She said that beginners can plant herbs in their garden beds,
plants outside, except basil sometimes.
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in front of their houses or in
containers.
“They can plant them anywhere,” Tarr said. “It just depends on what you want to do.”
Herb growers should harvest the herbs right as they
are flowering, although Tarr
harvests comfrey three or four
times per year—as soon as the
plants get 3 or 4 feet tall, she
begins drying them.
People use herbs for a lot of
health reasons, Tarr said. Her
husband, known in Mt. Pleasant as “the Sanpete bleeder”
because of his bleeding ulcers,
has drank an Essiac tea for
years and years.
“He hasn’t been in the hospital for four or five years because he uses that all the time
and it sooths the ulcers,” Tarr
said. “The doctor told him he
was going to die in six months,
but he didn’t.”
She said that elderberries
neutralize viruses. “They’re
go o d f o r ge tt i n g we l l ; f o r
Kathy Tarr of Mt. Pleasant in her greenhouse working with her various plants, many of which end up being sold in
keeping well,” Tarr said. “You her herb shop.
wouldn’t think a little berry
would do that, but it does.”
UNFI also supplies candies, water, pea- have been coming since COVID-19 to “help
Chamomile helps you sleep. Echinacea nut and almond butter and cheese, among their immune system and all that,” she
is good for the immune system. Saline helps other items.
said.
with bowel movements.
Another supplier called NutriBiotic
A lot of Tarr’s most loyal customers are
Pregnant women like to take the red of Lakeport, Calif., provides tablets called “tired of doctors who have just given them
raspberry “because it helps them have an DefensePlus that help people sleep and drugs, and it doesn’t help them and makes
easier pregnancy,” Tarr said, adding that generally feel better. “And it’s really good them worse and worse,” she said. “They
there are a lot of vitamins and minerals in for kids, too, because they are out of control want to do things naturally; they want to
it.
a little,” Tarr said.
get their immune system up and they want
Most of the vitamins and minerals
Among the minerals she sells is mag- their bodies to work better,” she said.
in the shop come from NOW Foods of nesium, which she says helps many people
Besides providing some financial supBloomingdale, Ill. Most of the frozen and because it is involved with more than 100 port, Tarr said the shop is a positive thing
refrigerated foods in the shop come from components of your body, “and if you don’t in her life.
United Natural Foods, Inc. (UNFI) of Provi- have enough, you’re miserable; you’re de“It keeps me busy so I don’t have to
dence, R.I., also a major supplier of Whole pressed.”
think of the bad things that are happening
Foods Market.
She also sell turmeric, which she says in the world,” she said. “And I love it when
NOW Foods provides one-quarter of helps with pain.
people come back and say, ‘That helped me
Tarr’s products. Besides vitamins and minTarr estimates that she sees six to 10 so much; it solved my problem.’”
erals, it supplies organic sugar.
customers each weekday, although more
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‘Unusual’ produce
These green thumbs take pride in growing
‘lesser-known’ fruits and vegetables
By Rhett Wilkinson

“T

here is a certain satisfaction to
growing things that are lesserknown,” says Ken Lindsey, owner of Lindsay Gardens in Manti, “because
if you (succeed), there are a lot of bragging
rights.”
Ken and his wife, Debra Lindsay, may
h ave a

Kohlrabi, also known
as a German turnip,
is one of the lesser
known vegetables
grown by several
Sanpete County
gardeners. They say
it is nutritious and
easy to grow in the
local climate.

lot of bragging rights. Among the lesser
known and lesser grown items they’ve cultivated in their personal garden are Indian
corn, kohlrabi, a dwarf nectarine tree, Asian
pears, a mulberry tree, French tarragon,
okra and various varieties of mint.
Other gardeners in Sanpete County who
grow lesser-known fruits and vegetables
include Rex Anderson of Manti; Kathy
Tarr of Mt.
Pleasant,
a n d

Stanford Juncker and Kristi Albright of
Manti.
It’s fun planting different varieties of
Indian corn, Ken Lindsay said. “It takes a lot
of practice with some of them,” he said, but
for most, the main requirements are simply
sunlight and fertilizer.
Kohlrabi, also known as a German turnip, is “very nutritious” and really easy to
grow, Lindsay said. “You just stick it in the
ground and water it. It’s not very technical.”
The dwarf nectarine tree only grows
about 4 feet tall. (That’s compared to semidwarfs that are about 14 feet tall, he said.)
“The Asian pears are something special. I like the graininess of them,” he
says. “They are really, really good.”
		 The Lindsays’ mulberry tree is
“kind of an old variety,” Lindsay said.
In terms of getting the fruit, he said,
it’s a race between his family and
the robins. “It’s usually a win-win”
because the Lindsays get what they
want and the robins take the rest,
he said.
“We get the ones that we can
reach,” Lindsay said, (and) “we
just eat them off the tree.”
R ex An de rs o n i n Ma nti
grows kohlrabi, a fig tree,
black raspberries (not to be
confused with blackberries),
asparagus, Asian pears and a
mulberry tree.
The kohlrabi “comes(s) on
good,” Anderson said. While
it differs from turnips in
where it grows (turnips are
generally grown in cool climates such as the northern
United States and Canada),
kohlrabi and turnips have a
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similar taste.
The fig tree grows about 4
feet high, Anderson said.
		 The black raspberries are
“generally small, but they sure
taste good,” Anderson said. They
are one of the ingredients in a
“berry jam” that Anderson and
his wife make.
		 Anderson has been gardening for 60 years. He was a
professional counselor, so he
needed a way to let go of what
was going on in his client’s
minds, he said.
“It was a relief to just go
home and work in the dirt. We
need a change to what we generally do.”
It’s hard to imagine growing lemons in Sanpete County,
but Kathy Tarr does it—in her
greenhouse. She also has a fig
tree in her greenhouse and
grows asparagus in the open air.
“Just plant it and it grows,”
she said of the asparagus. “It’s
not a problem here.”
Stanford Juncker and Kristi
Albright in Manti grow three
types of thyme, a lovage plant,
yarrow, comfrey, lemon balm,
mullein, motherwort,
horehound, ochre,
gooseberry and spicebush.
The key? “Building
up the soil,” Juncker
said.
“ We d o n’ t g r o w
plants. We grow soil,”
Albright said.
“It’s feeding the soil so that
your paths become warm beds,”
Juncker said.
Lovage is a relative of parsley, he said.
Juncker’s grandmother had

Rex Anderson in his greenhouse. Anderson grows kohlrabi, a fig tree, black raspberries, asparagus, Asian pears
and a mulberry tree.

horehound as he was growing
up. “You roll it out like a dough
and it’s sugary taffy.”
“Socrates said that all food is
medicine, so we follow that,”

decide different things that you
want to plant.”
“Our climate is particularly
hard because of the early and
late frost,” Lindsay said. “You

cially needed in Utah, which is
one of the driest in the United
States.
Lindsay recommended the
Utah State University website
as a resource for lesserknown fruits and vegetables. Because of the
university’s specialization in agriculture, it
has many specialists on
fruits and vegetables.
“They can talk to you
—Kristi Albright
about a lot of varieties,”
have to grow things in a shorter he said.
If you have problems with
amount of time.”
One thing that is vital any of your fruits and vegetawith gardening in Utah, includ- bles, he said, you can send in a
ing Sanpete County, is adding sample, and for a modest price,
mulch to the soil, Lindsay said. they’ll diagnose the problem
It traps moisture, which is espe- and send results back to you.

The key?...“We don’t
grow plants. We grow soil.”
Juncker said.
Lindsay advised to “always
keep in mind days to harvest,”
which are advertised on virtually all plant starts and seeds.”
“If it’s under 90 days, then
try it out,” he said. “And you can
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